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SKAN, founded in 1968, is one of the pioneer companies in the field of cleanroom equipment and isolator 

design for the global pharmaceutical industry. Innovative products, customer-specific solutions and an efficient 

service organization have led SKAN to become a global market leader and an important partner for the 

industry and research laboratories.  

 

Our Sales Engineering department is looking for a committed 

PRODUCT MANAGER PHARMACEUTICAL MACHINES 

 

Your task will be the Product Management of our isolator machines used for pharmaceutical processes such 

as sterility tests with H202 decontamination. At SKAN, you can always count on the professional support of our 

experts. You have the opportunity to use your entrepreneurial talent to manage the tailor-made design of our 

products for our international customers throughout their entire lifetime cycle, while respecting the target 

profit margins. Your active participation in international trade shows and visiting our customers are as 

important as your talent to sell and train. 

You have completed your university studies in pharmaceutical technology, process engineering or process 

technology. You have already gained some experience in a pharmaceutical environment (GMP) and you have 

solid technical knowledge about the pharmaceutical industry. As we have customers all over the world, mainly 

in Europe, Asia and America, you have to enjoy working with people from different cultures. You insist on high 

quality standards of the product and service and are a reliable, open and professional business partner that 

everybody can rely on. Thanks to your language skills you are able to competently speak and write in English 

and German, every other language is an advantage.  

We offer, after an intensive introduction phase and individual training, varied tasks with a lot of self-

responsibility in a successful and growing company that encourages personal development and further 

training. We combine space for your ideas and self-initiative with the safety of an independent company where 

a good team-oriented working-atmosphere and commitment take on an essential role. 

 

Have we made you curious? Please send your complete application by e-mail to Sandra Gorgievska, 

jobs@skan.ch.  

http://www.skan.ch/
mailto:jobs@skan.ch

